JORDANIAN
RAILWAY NETWORK

OBJECTIVES
The project aims at building the Jordan’s railway
system, and thus allowing the establishment of an
effective rail connection with neighbouring countries.

LOCATION


Jordan

The construction of a North-South Corridor from the
Syrian Border to the Port of Aqaba (509 km) is the
backbone of the project. The corridor is the main rail
line of this proposed network, connecting Amman,
the surrounding logistics centres and the nation’s
gateway port of Aqaba.

DURATION
2013 - 2020

BENEFICIARIES
The Jordanian population and the public and private
sectors of Jordan and neighbouring countries.

TOTAL COST
€2.11 billion approx.

JORDANIAN RAILWAY NETWORK

ACTIONS











Preparation of the Project roadmap in collaboration with
the Jordanian government. Dissemination of
information.
Submission of the Project roadmap and validation by the
Jordanian Ministry of Transport.
Development of a programme of complementary
studies concerning a new railway operational model and
an interoperability study aimed at evaluating the best
standard to adopt for the Jordanian Railway Network.
Submission of the studies’ results to the Ministry of
Transport and definition of the operational phases of
implementation.
Construction works for the “mini project”: rail link
between Aqaba Port and the country’s largest
phosphate mine of Shidiya.
Construction works for the main North-South rail line
connecting Amman, the surrounding logistics centres
and the new South Terminal of Aqaba Port.

PROMOTER
Ministry of Transport of Jordan

PARTNERS
University of Trieste, Railway and Traffic Laboratory
(LIFT)

RESULTS

CONTRIBUTION









Contribution to the integration of the markets and
improvement of railway connections in the countries of
the Mediterranean region, thus making connections
faster, cheaper and more efficient, as well as facilitating
freight flows.
Improvement in security and safety by decreasing
accident rates of freight transport in the region.
Development of passenger railways in the region.
The project’s outcome will have a multiplying effect for
the rest of the Mediterranean region and for Europe as
a whole, enabling increased mobility among the
population and facilitating international freight flows
and business opportunities.

Contact details
Union for the Mediterranean
+ 34 93 521 41 41 transport@ufmsecretariat.org
http://ufmsecretariat.org/transport-urban-development/



Approximately €336 million financed by the
Government of Jordan for the acquisition of the
land needed for the construction.
Approximately €57.7 million financed by Saudi
Arabia

